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Agenda
What we will talk about today

• Current trends in the automotive industry

• How a Software Defined Vehicle augments the value of use case

• BlackBerry IVY

• Q&A



Automotive Transformation
Unprecedented convergence of technology and societal trends 

Transformation

Autonomous ElectrifiedShared MobilityConnectivity

New OEM Focus on Software 
Development as a Primary 
Differentiator

Software Development

New Business Models through 
connected services and mobility 
as a service.

New Business Models

Need for More Open Ecosystems 
and Automotive Development 
Platforms

More Open Platforms



Consumer Purchasing Influences
Changing Trends 

• Traditionally, Engine size, performance, fuel 

economy were key purchasing influencers. 

• Influential factors are changing. Many who plan to 

buy a new car are now considering in car 

technology as a key factor:

• Infotainment

• Active safety

• Connectivity

• Voice assistant capabilities
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OEM Business Transformation
Interactions between the vehicle and the business bring value for the OEM

Product design and innovation

Accelerate development of Connected, 
Electric & Autonomous Vehicles

Manufacturing & supply chain

Optimize manufacturing and logistics 
operations, match supply & demand 

Sales and marketing

Immerse customers with data driven 
shopping and retail experiences

Develop innovative applications 
and new mobility business models 

End customer services and apps

Vehicle software capabilities

Increased local compute power with 
specialized hardware and OTA updates 
for agility
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Digital transformation for OEMs
How the connected car fits into the broader digital transformation strategy

Product design and innovation

Accelerate development of Connected, 
Electric & Autonomous Vehicles

Manufacturing & supply chain

Optimize manufacturing and logistics 
operations, match supply & demand 

Connected car and in-vehicle experience

Create personalized and intelligent 
in-vehicle user interfaces 

Develop innovative applications and 
new mobility business models 

End customer services and apps

Sales and marketing

Immerse customers with data driven 
shopping and retail experiences

IT Landscape
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Connected vehicle platform
Integration into the OEM IT landscape

OEM IT Landscape
On-PremiseCloud

Dev & Deploy

Data Lake
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Machine 

Learning

Digital Twin

Data exchange

Communications

Data processing and preparation

Operations & Product engineering

Connected services

OTA & 

Configuration

Local 

processing

Applications

Sharing

Applications

Business 

Analytics

Centralized 

Supervision

CI/CD

Fleet 

management
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Vehicle Architecture Progression

• ECU consolidation (e.g. digital 

cockpit), Zonal architecture –

Less wiring, more software

• High Speed Transport

• Microcontroller/Microprocessor 

hybrid, increased performance

• Introduction of DSP and GPU  

acceleration

• Hypervisors in vehicles -

(safety and non-safety critical)

Emergence of Domain Controllers and more Powerful ECUs

High performance 

Cockpit and Gateways
Domain-centric 

Architecture

• Centralized computing

• High performance compute 

(HPC) platforms

• Homogenous, virtualized and 

distributed environments

• ASIL D mixed criticality 

systems

• Increased access to vehicle 

data and sensors

Domain Controllers and High-Performance Compute Nodes

Increased access to vehicle data and computing power
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What is a Software Defined Vehicle ?
The future of Automotive 

Benefits of the Software Defined Vehicle

• Agility

• Community enablement

• Innovation

• Visibility
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Opportunity & Challenges
Data Value, Developer Access, Deployment at Scale 

Braking

Seat-Belt

Acceleration

Speed

Battery

Audio/Volume

Cameras

Ultrasonic

Location

Diagnostics

ABS Event

Climate Control

Seat Position

Weather Detection

Widespread Data Availability

OEM Bespoke

Developers

T1/T2 Bespoke

Developers

Data 

Scientists
ML 

Developers

Cloud 

Developers

Automation 

Developers

Fleet 

Integrators
Smart City 

Integrators

Limited Developer Community Limited Software Scale
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Software Defined Vehicle Business Opportunity
Value unlocked by a Software Defined Vehicle

• Enable and monetize an ecosystem of in-vehicle

apps and services.

• Increase brand loyalty through new vehicle features

and create software offerings

End Customer 
Services & Apps

• Quality control and remote diagnostics.

• Increase agility of engineering, target investments.

• Control the volume of data being transmitted

outside the vehicle.

Product Innovation

Streamline Operations

Revenue 
Generation

Cost 
Reduction 

Data Efficiency

Sales and marketing

Manufacturing & 
supply chain

Product Innovation
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Targeted recall
The future of Automotive 

OEM IT Landscape
On-PremiseCloud

Metrics & 

Logging

Root Cause 

Analysis

Known issue, 

unknown cause
Metrics & 

Logging

Deployment of 

additional probeAdvanced 

logging probe

Advanced 

logging probe
Cause known

Deployment of 

the impactExtent of impact

Extent of impact 

detection
Extent of impact 

defined

Notification to 

owner
Notification Notification to 

Dealership

Benefits

• Better initial 

troubleshooting

• Accelerate time to 

resolution

• Reduce warranty 

costs

• Increase customer 

satisfaction

• Faster dealership 

service
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Vehicle maintenance
Optimize Diesel Particle Filter cleaning

OEM IT Landscape
On-PremiseCloud

Detection of 

cleaning
Detection of 

cleaning

Trigger for 

cleaning from 

vehicle state

Trigger for 

cleaning from 

vehicle state

Notification to 

owner

Notification to 

owner

Scheduling of 

service

Benefits

• Information for Product Engineering

• Increase customer satisfaction

• Reduce warranty costs

• Faster dealership 

service

• Increase customer satisfaction

• Reduce warranty costs

Vehicle insights
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Strategic Alliance for Co-Development
Why did we co-invest in this partnership to jointly build single solution?

Leading global cloud provider 

with a culture of innovation

Unmatched machine learning 

expertise and IoT capabilities

Proven builder of successful 

developer ecosystems

Trusted leader in automotive 

safety and security

Deep knowledge of embedded 

automotive software systems

Exceptional track record of 

delivery, integration, and support
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Guiding Tenets
Be the best automotive B2B partner

Our OEM partners will own the customer and 100% of the data, including any 

revenue generated from the access to and services created from the data
OEM Data Ownership

We are building a solution that works on multiple operating systems (not just QNX) 

and will allow customers to send data to any endpoint destination (not just AWS)
No Vendor Lock In

We are building tools that ensure the OEM maintains complete control over their 

vehicles, their data, and those who access the data over the life of the vehicle
Total OEM Control

We are designing IVY to be open as much as each OEM customer chooses to    

open up access to support development of a transformational automotive ecosystem
Access to an Ecosystem
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BlackBerry IVY
The Intelligent Vehicle Data Platform

IVY is a secure and intelligent in-vehicle software platform that provides automakers with cloud 

controlled access to vehicle data, in order to produce and share insights consistently with a 

global digital ecosystem of developers to deliver actionable value on vehicle data at scale.
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BlackBerry Confidential  – Amazon Confidential

© 2021 BlackBerry QNX. All Rights Reserved.

Q&A

Thank You!


